Stoma Brad
No. 2808
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The Stoma Brad has been developed to allow training in rescue breathing for the complete tracheostomy patient. Teaching the administration of suctioning techniques can be accomplished. Please note that no oral or nasal rescue breathing can be accomplished with this manikin.

Each student must be issued their own lung to use throughout the day of training. Discard it at the end of the day.

To install the replacement lung system in Stoma Brad, first remove the old lung by pulling the plug through the chest skin (overlay) hole. Then, pull the chest skin overlay down off the shoulders and peel it to a point below the white chest plate. Remove the old lung from behind the white chest plate and discard it after each rescuer’s breathing exercise to prevent student cross-contamination. Use your CDC protocols for decontaminating the surface of the chest skin around the stoma opening.

Install the replacement lung by opening the slits at the bottom of the lung and slipping those over the lower points of the chest plate with the lung between the torso and chest plate. With the lung so positioned, the chest plate xiphoid process will line up with the manikin’s and keep everything lined up correctly. The lung may ride up on the chest plate as you re-position the overlay. To assist in proper alignment of the lung, place the plug of the lung in the suprasternal notch. Once the overlay is raised into position, the hole and the plug will be aligned.

Use the new flanged plug to hold the lung tube securely in the neck hole of the overlay. Using a slight twisting motion when inserting the plug into the lung tube will augment the installation.

Manikin can be cleaned in warm soapy water.
RETURN POLICY
Should it be necessary to return an item for credit for any reason, contact our Customer Service Department to obtain an RETURN AUTHORIZATION Number? Please refer to your invoice number when phoning in your request for returning merchandise. Should you have any questions or wish further information on any product we manufacture call or write our Customer Service Department: Should it be necessary to return an item for credit for any reason, contact our Customer Service Department to obtain an RETURN AUTHORIZATION number. Please refer to your invoice number when phoning in your request for returning merchandise. Should you have any questions or wish further information on any product we manufacture call or write our Customer Service Department:

Warranty:
Simulaids warrants this product to be free from any defect in materials and/or workmanship for a period of three years from the date of purchase, as evidenced by the date of invoice when the product was shipped to the end user. This warranty expressly does not cover abuse, accidental or purposeful damage, or any form of modification to the product. Simulaids reserves the right to either repair or replace affected parts or the entire unit, at their sole discretion, after investigating and reviewing the actual product and the damage. In most instances, a digital photo of the product in question showing the damage will help qualify a product for return to the factory. At no time will any product be accepted at the plant without proper return authorization issued by Simulaids.
Freight and Shipping charges are the sole responsibility of the end user. No product will be received with shipping charges due. Any product considered for warranty work must be identified by serial number and invoice number from the agency through whom the product was purchased. Without this information the product will not receive a return authorization number as required above. Should you have any questions or wish further information on any product we manufacture call or write our Customer Service Department.
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